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Abstract
Gating is a key technique used for integrating information from
multiple sources by long short-term memory (LSTM) models
and has recently also been applied to other models such as the
highway network. Although gating is powerful, it is rather ex-
pensive in terms of both computation and storage as each gating
unit uses a separate full weight matrix. This issue can be severe
since several gates can be used together in e.g. an LSTM cell.
This paper proposes a semi-tied unit (STU) approach to solve
this efficiency issue, which uses one shared weight matrix to re-
place those in all the units in the same layer. The approach is
termed “semi-tied” since extra parameters are used to separately
scale each of the shared output values. These extra scaling fac-
tors are associated with the network activation functions and
result in the use of parameterised sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent,
and rectified linear unit functions. Speech recognition experi-
ments using British English multi-genre broadcast data showed
that using STUs can reduce the calculation and storage cost by a
factor of three for highway networks and four for LSTMs, while
giving similar word error rates to the original models.
Index Terms: LSTM, highway network, gating, parameterised
activation function, speech recognition

1. Introduction
Gating units have become a key component in many types of
artificial neural network (ANN) models. These units yield soft
0-1 valued outputs that are used to scale signals from other parts
of the network. In recurrent neural networks (RNNs) a key issue
is solving the vanishing gradient problem [1] in training which
causes standard RNNs to find it difficult to learn long-term in-
formation. Gated RNNs such as the long short-term memory
(LSTM) model [2] define explicit memory cells where updates
to the memory cell values are controlled by two gating units and
updating the hidden state value uses a further gate. The gated
recurrent unit (GRU) is an RNN that uses two gates [3].

Recently, highway connections have been proposed to en-
able a feed-forward or a recurrent layer to have an extra non-
linearity by combining its input and output values via gating
units [4–6]. The highway idea has also been applied to con-
nect the memory cells of neighbouring LSTM layers [7]. Fur-
thermore, gating is also useful for convolutional layers [8, 9].
A quasi-RNN uses gates to integrate different time step out-
puts from a layer shared across time, which can be viewed as
temporal convolutional model as the shared layer serves as a
time-invariant filter [9]. All models discussed above have been
applied to acoustic modelling for speech recognition [10–19].

Normally a gating unit is defined as a sublayer that outputs
a “gating vector” of soft 0-1 values by operating on e.g. cur-
rent input values or those from previous layers, with full weight
matrices. This gating vector is often applied to a “candidate vec-
tor” that would, for instance in the case of an LSTM, be used
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to update the memory cell values. Since the calculation of the
gating vectors often has a similar functional form to that used to
find the candidate vectors, the overall number of parameters and
computational complexity of gated models is high [2, 4, 8]. This
can be severe when models use several different gating units.

In this paper we propose an alternative type of unit for gat-
ing termed a semi-tied unit (STU), which aims at implementing
a similar function to the traditional gating unit in a more effi-
cient way. As its name suggests, the key idea in STU is to share
parameters to save computation while also adding some untied
parameters so that gating units can learn distinct functions. This
paper studies the most commonly used gated models, LSTMs
and highway networks, which have each of their units imple-
mented based on full weight matrices. In order to reduce the
number of matrix multiplications, the STUs share the weights
and biases among all the gating and candidate units in the same
layer. Meanwhile, additional untied parameter vectors are in-
troduced as component-wise adaptive scaling factors through
parameterised activation functions [20, 21], which allows the
STUs to generate distinct gating and candidate vectors. Exper-
imental results found using STUs in both LSTM and highway
network resulted in similar WERs to those based on traditional
gating units, while being significantly more efficient.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2
reviews the gating mechanism along with LSTMs and highway
networks. STUs based on parameterised activation functions
are described in Section 3. The experimental setup and results
are given in Sections 4 and 5, which is followed by conclusions.

2. Gating Mechanism
Analogous to an array of logic gate in electronics, an ANN gat-
ing unit converts its vector input into a 0-1 valued gating vector.
For an LSTM layer at time t, the input, forget, and output gating
vectors it, ft, and ot are computed by

it = σ(Wixt + Uiht−1 + Vi ◦ ct−1 + bi) (1)
ft = σ(Wfxt + Ufht−1 + Vf ◦ ct−1 + bf ) (2)
ot = σ(Woxt + Uoht−1 + Vo ◦ ct + bo), (3)

where xt and ht are the input and hidden state values; W and
U are weight matrices; b and V are the bias vector and di-
agonal “peephole” matrix; ◦ is component-wise multiplication;
[σ(at)]j = 1/(1+e−atj ) is the j th component of the vector sig-
moid function with input activation vector at, and atj is the j th

component of at. Given the j th component of the vector hyper-
bolic tangent function as [tanh(at)]j = (eatj−e−atj )/(eatj +
e−atj ), the gating vectors are used to generate ht based on the
previous memory cell value ct−1 and the current candidate vec-
tor c̃t by

c̃t = tanh(Wcxt + Ucht−1 + bc) (4)
ct = ft ◦ ct−1 + it ◦ c̃t (5)
ht = ot ◦ tanh(ct), (6)
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which manipulates the information flow to simulate the human
long short-term memory mechanism, and helps solve the gradi-
ent vanishing problem [2].

The gating idea can also be used to attenuate the informa-
tion loss in feedforward layers to allow the training of very deep
models [5]. A highway network refers to a feedforward model
with a stack of highway layers [4], with each of them defined as

mt = σ(Wmxt + bm) (7)
rt = σ(Wrxt + br) (8)
ỹt = f(Wyxt + by) (9)
yt = mt ◦ ỹt + rt ◦ xt, (10)

where yt is the output of the layer, ỹt is the candidate vector,
mt and rt are the gating vectors of the transform and carry
gates, and f(·) is an activation function. For recurrent models,
the feedforward highway layers can be located in-between the
recurrent layers, which results in the recurrent highway network
[6]. Furthermore, rt can be replaced by 1 − mt to save one
gating unit in each layer, and Eqn. (10) becomes

yt = mt ◦ ỹt + (1−mt) ◦ xt. (11)

This idea has also been applied to GRUs and quasi-RNNs by
modifying Eqn. (6) in the same way [3, 9]. However, since
Eqn. (6) is found to work better for highway networks [17], it is
used throughout this paper.

3. Semi-tied Units
From Eqns. (1) – (4) and Eqns. (7) – (9), only a quarter or one
third of the parameters (and calculations) are used to generate
the candidate vectors in an LSTM and highway layers respec-
tively, while the rest are associated with gating. The efficiency
could be improved if there exists a shared “virtual unit” which
distinguishes the gating and candidate units by cheaper opera-
tions than matrix multiplications. This is reasonable since the
units have the same input and functional form. Based on this as-
sumption, the STU is proposed that represents the “virtual unit”
by parameters that are tied across all gating and candidate units,
and modelling the difference between the “virtual unit” and ev-
ery other unit by some extra untied parameters.

3.1. Parameterised Activation Function for STUs

In LSTMs and highway networks, since weight matrix multipli-
cations take the most computation and storage cost, they are tied
to form the “virtual unit”, and the bias vectors are also tied. The
type of the untied parameters is another important choice in an
STU as they model the differences between the units. This pa-
per uses additional linear factors to scale the output values from
the “virtual unit” for this purpose, which is very efficient as it
involves only component-wise operations. It is natural to asso-
ciate such scaling factors with the activation functions that leads
to the use of the parameterised activation functions proposed in
[20]. The parameterised sigmoid function with additional pa-
rameter vectors η and γ is denoted as ση,γ(·) and defined by

ση,γ(at) = η ◦ σ(γ ◦ at),

where η and γ associates an independent parameter for every
output node to scale its output and input values. Note that the
scaling by η can mean that the range of the gating vector values
is no longer constrained by 0-1, which can be seen as a general-
isation of the original gating mechanism. In order to use STUs

for LSTMs and rectified linear unit (ReLU) highway networks,
the tanh and ReLU functions are also parameterised as

tanhη,γ(at) = η ◦ tanh(γ ◦ at)
ReLUη(at) = η ◦ ReLU(at),

where [ReLU(at)]j = max(atj , 0). Here η and γ still re-
fer to the output and input value scaling vectors for tanhη,γ(·)
and ReLUη(·). Other types of parameterised activation func-
tions have also been investigated for both conventional mod-
elling [22–25] and speaker adaptation [26–29].

3.2. STUs for LSTMs and Highway Networks

3.2.1. STU based LSTMs (LSTMSTU)

As discussed before, the weights and biases are tied across all
gating and candidate units when using STUs. The shared part,
or the “virtual unit”, produces the common values et by

et = Wxt + Uht−1 + b.

Let i, f , o, and c be the subscripts of the activation function
parameters for the input gate, forget gate, output gate, and the
candidate unit, Eqns. (1) – (4) can be re-written as

it = σηi,γi(et + V ◦ ct−1)

ft = σηf ,γf (et + V ◦ ct−1)

ot = σηo,γo(et + V ◦ ct)
c̃t = tanhηc,γc(et).

Hence the weight matrices are tied to W and U respec-
tively; the bias vectors and diagonal “peephole” matrices are
tied to b and V. Let X and H be the sizes of xt and ht,
STUs reduced the computation and storage complexities from
O(4XH + 4H2) to O(XH + H2). Compared to the pro-
jected LSTM (LSTMP), whose recurrent matrices are factorised
by a H × P projection matrix P to UiP, UfP, UoP, and
UcP [12], LSTMSTU is even more efficient than LSTMP with
P = H/4. The LSTMP also falls into the STU framework, by
defining et = Pht−1.

3.2.2. STU based Highway Network (HighwaySTU)

Similar to the LSTMSTU case, the “virtual unit” output value
et in HighwaySTU is also shared among all gating units and the
candidate unit. By tying both weights and biases, we have

et = Wxt + b,

which is equal to the shared input activation values.
In a sigmoid highway network, i.e. f(·) = σ(·), associating

ηm and γm with the transform gate, ηr and γr with the carry
gate, and ηy and γy with the candidate unit, Eqns. (7) – (9) are
modified as

mt = σηm,γm(et)

rt = σηr,γr (et)

ỹt = σηy,γy (et).

This ties all weight matrices and bias vectors together, and re-
duces the calculation and storage complexities from O(3XH)
to O(XH). If f(·) is ReLU, Eqn. (9) is then replaced by

ỹt = ReLUηy (et).

where ηy is the ReLU output scaling factor vector. Note in both
LSTMSTU and HighwaySTU, almost all parameters and calcula-
tions are used in candidate vector generation.
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3.3. Training STUs

3.3.1. Training Activation Function Parameters

To train STUs by error back propagation, the derivatives of the
parameterised activation functions w.r.t. to the function param-
eters and input activation values are required [20]. Let atj , ηj ,
and γj be the j th components of at, η, and γ, then

∂ση,γ(at)/∂atj = ηjγj e
−γjatj/(1 + e−γjatj )2

∂ση,γ(at)/∂ηj = 1/(1 + e−γjatj )

∂ση,γ(at)/∂γj = ηjatje
−γjatj/(1 + e−γjatj )2,

and

∂ tanhη,γ(at)/∂atj = 4ηjγj/(e
γjatj + e−γjatj )2

∂ tanhη,γ(at)/∂ηj = (eγjatj − e−γjatj )/(eγjatj + e−γjatj )

∂ tanhη,γ(at)/∂γj = 4ηjatj/(e
γjatj + e−γjatj )2.

Similarly, for ReLUη(at), we have

∂ ReLUη(at)/∂atj =

{
0 if atj < 0
ηj if atj > 0

∂ ReLUη(at)/∂ηj = max(atj , 0).

3.3.2. Normalising the Gradients of the Tied Parameters

When training the shared parameters in the “virtual unit” of an
STU, e.g. W, there are

∂ht
∂W

=

(
∂ht
∂it

∂it
∂et

+
∂ht
∂ft

∂ft
∂et

+
∂ht
∂ot

∂ot
∂et

+
∂ht
∂c̃t

∂c̃t
∂et

)
∂et
W

for LSTMSTU and

∂yt
∂W

=

(
∂yt
∂mt

∂mt

∂et
+
∂yt
∂rt

∂rt
∂et

+
∂yt
∂ỹt

∂ỹt
∂et

)
∂et
W

for HighwaySTU. Note that ∂ht/∂b, ∂ht/∂V, and ∂yt/∂b are
calculated in the same way. In addition, to use the same hy-
per parameters (e.g. learning rate) for both tied and untied pa-
rameters in training, the gradients of the unfolded LSTM layer
parameters are further divided by the number of unfolded steps
[38] (here 20 unfolded steps are used).

4. Experimental Setup
The proposed LSTMSTU and HighwaySTU models were eval-
uated on multi-genre broadcast (MGB) data from the MGB3
speech recognition challenge task [30, 31]. The audio is from
BBC TV programmes covering a wide range of genres. A 275
hour (275h) full training set was selected from 750 episodes
where the training labels were from the sub-titles with a phone
matched error rate < 40% compared to the lightly supervised
output [32]. A 55 hour (55h) subset was uniformly sampled at
the utterance level from the 275h set. A 63k word vocabulary
[33] was used with a trigram word language model (LM) es-
timated from both the training labels and an extra 640 million
word MGB subtitle archive. The test set, dev17b, contains 5.55
hours of audio data and 5,201 manually segmented utterances
from 14 episodes of 13 shows. System outputs were evaluated
with 1-best Viterbi decoding as well as confusion network de-
coding (CN) [34, 35].

All experiments were conducted with an extended version
of HTK 3.5 [37, 38]. The ANN input features were 40d log-Mel

filter bank along with their 40d ∆ coefficients, which were nor-
malised at the utterance level for mean and at the show-segment
level for variance [36]. All models were trained as hybrid sys-
tem acoustic models by stochastic gradient descent based on
the cross-entropy criterion with the data shuffled at the frame-
level in a 800 sample minibatch [39–41]. About 6k/9k decision
tree clustered triphone tied-states along with appropriate train-
ing alignments were used for the 55h/275h training sets. The
NewBob+ learning rate scheduler [21, 38] was used for all mod-
els with the setup from our previous MGB systems [36]. Weight
decay factors were carefully tuned to maximise the performance
of each system. More details about the LSTM implementation
and training configuration can be found in [42, 43].

5. Experimental Results
5.1. Experiments on 55 Hour Data Set

5.1.1. LSTMSTU Experiments

The experiments started by investigating different STU settings
with LSTMs. All 55h LSTMs had one feedforward hidden layer
placed between the LSTM layers and output layer with H =
500. Two baseline systems with one LSTM layer (1L), L55h

0 and
L55h
1 , were trained, where L55h

0 was a standard LSTM and L55h
1

was an LSTMP with the projection size P = 250. LSTMSTU

systems with different settings were constructed: L55h
2 followed

those in Section 3.2.1; L55h
3 used fixed η = 1; L55h

4 had un-
tied “peephole” matrices; L55h

5 had untied bias vectors. From
Table 1, L55h

3 had slightly higher word error rates (WER) than
L55h
2 , which showed generalising gating to learn η was useful.

L55h
4 outperformed L55h

2 due to the use of distinct “peepholes”,
but this also increased the training difficulty and was not used.
L55h
5 used untied bias vectors and was found to only improve

the convergence speed by producing better criterion values in
the early epochs in training and similar values in the end.
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+
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a
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Figure 1: 55h LSTMSTU system L55h
2 ηj/(1 + e−γj ) values. The

node indexes j (x-axis) were re-ranked based on the input gate.

To understand the STUs in L55h
2 , the units used in Eqn. (5):

the input gate, forget gate and the candidate unit were shown in
Fig. 1. By ignoring V ◦ ct and taking at = 1, it, ft, and c̃t can
be approximately evaluated by ηj/(1 + e−γj ). From Fig. 1, it
can be seen that the input gate and forget gate follow roughly
opposite trends, which coincides with replacing it by 1 − ft in
Eqn. (11). The candidate vector values lie in between of those
from the other two units, and are more similar to it since they
are multiplied to function together in Eqn. (5). These showed
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that STUs can still learn reasonable gating functions with the
additional untied parameters.

Comparing L55h
2 with L55h

0 and L55h
1 , while producing similar

WERs, L55h
2 , L55h

0 , and L55h
1 had 0.29 million (M), 1.16M, and

0.79M parameters in the LSTM layer. Hence, the use of STUs
can reduce calculation and storage by a factor of four without
increasing the WER. The LSTM systems with two stacked re-
current layers (2L) were also investigated, and the STU based
system L55h

8 still generated similar WERs to LSTMP L55h
7 .

ID System tg cn

L55h
0 1L LSTM 32.9 32.2

L55h
1 1L LSTMP (P = 250) 32.9 32.1

L55h
2 1L LSTMSTU 32.6 31.9

L55h
3 1L LSTMSTU (η fixed to 1) 33.3 32.5

L55h
4 1L LSTMSTU (Untie V) 32.8 32.0

L55h
5 1L LSTMSTU (Untie b) 33.1 32.2

L55h
7 2L LSTMP (P = 250) 31.3 30.6

L55h
8 2L LSTMSTU 31.4 30.8

Table 1: 55h LSTM system (H = 500) %WERs on dev17b. A
trigram LM with Viterbi (tg) or CN (cn) decoding are used.

5.1.2. HighwaySTU Experiments

STUs were also used for both sigmoid and ReLU highway net-
works withH = 500, and the results were listed in Table 2. For
sigmoid models, the 7 layer (7L) highway network S55h

1 had a
4.2% relative WER reduction (WERR) over the 7L deep neural
network (DNN) S55h

0 . S55h
1 and S55h

0 had 4.83M and 1.61M hid-
den layer parameters. The HighwaySTU model, S55h

2 , had almost
the same WERs as the standard highway network and the same
number of parameters as a DNN. The use of STUs retained the
WER reduction obtained from highway connections while in-
creasing the number of hidden layer parameters by only 1.1%
rather than by 200% with the standard highway model. The 15
layer (15L) DNN S55h

3 gave a 3.9% WERR over the 7L DNN
S55h
0 . Both standard and STU based highway systems, S55h

4 and
S55h
5 , resulted in WERRs of 3.5% and 4.1% over S55h

3 , while
using 6.51M and 0.04M extra parameters respectively.

The same experiments were also repeated for the ReLU sys-
tems. The 7L DNN baseline R55h

0 gave a 4.7% WERR over
S55h
0 . 2.4% and 3.3% WERRs were obtained by using standard

and STU based highway connections. The 15L ReLU DNN,
R55h

3 , outperformed R55h
0 by a 2.4% WERR, and its relevant

highway models R55h
4 and R55h

5 both outperformed R55h
3 by about

2% WERR. This showed the STU idea was also applicable to
ReLU. Note that ReLU systems obtained smaller improvements
from highway connections than the sigmoid systems, which is
reasonable since ReLUs suffer less from information attenua-
tion than sigmoids.

5.2. Experiments on 275 Hour Data Set

In order to ensure that the 55h results and findings can scale to a
significantly larger training set, some selected LSTM and high-
way networks were built on the full 275h set. The hidden layer
size H and LSTMP projection size P were increased to 1000
and 500, which quadrupled the parameters to better model the
full training set. From Table 3, the 2L LSTMP L275h

3 gave a 3%
WERR over 1L LSTMP L275h

1 . Comparing to S275h
2 and R275h

2 ,
the sigmoid and ReLU highway networks, S275h

4 and R275h
4 , had a

4.0% and a 3.7% WERRs respectively by increasing the model
depths from 7L to 15L. All of the LSTMSTU and sigmoid/ReLU

ID System tg cn

S55h
0 7L sigmoid DNN 35.8 34.7

S55h
1 7L sigmoid Highway 34.3 33.3

S55h
2 7L sigmoid HighwaySTU 34.3 33.2

S55h
3 15L sigmoid DNN 34.4 33.4

S55h
4 15L sigmoid Highway 33.2 32.2

S55h
5 15L sigmoid HighwaySTU 33.0 32.0

R55h
0 7L ReLU DNN 34.1 33.1

R55h
1 7L ReLU Highway 33.2 32.3

R55h
2 7L ReLU HighwaySTU 33.0 32.0

R55h
3 15L ReLU DNN 33.2 32.2

R55h
4 15L ReLU Highway 32.5 31.5

R55h
5 15L ReLU HighwaySTU 32.6 31.6

Table 2: 55h highway system (H = 500) %WERs on dev17b.
A trigram LM with Viterbi (tg) or CN (cn) decoding are used.

HighwaySTU systems produced similar WERs to their corre-
sponding conventional LSTMP and highway networks while
using fewer than 40% of the parameters in the hidden layers.
This validates our previous finding on a larger data set that the
proposed STU can work as well as the widely used traditional
gating units with far fewer parameters. The STU approach is a
highly efficient way to perform general gating and information
merging that can also be applied to other gated models, such as
GRUs, recurrent highway networks, quasi-RNNs, and highway
LSTMs etc.

ID System tg cn

L275h
1 1L LSTMP (P = 500) 26.5 26.0

L275h
2 1L LSTMSTU 26.5 26.0

L275h
3 2L LSTMP (P = 500) 25.7 25.2

L275h
4 2L LSTMSTU 25.9 25.3

S275h
1 7L sigmoid Highway 27.7 27.0

S275h
2 7L sigmoid HighwaySTU 27.6 27.0

S275h
4 15L sigmoid Highway 26.3 25.8

S275h
5 15L sigmoid HighwaySTU 26.3 25.9

R275h
1 7L ReLU Highway 27.2 26.4

R275h
2 7L ReLU HighwaySTU 27.2 26.3

R275h
4 15L ReLU Highway 26.2 25.8

R275h
5 15L ReLU HighwaySTU 26.1 25.7

Table 3: 275h system (H = 1000) %WERs on dev17b. A tri-
gram LM with Viterbi (tg) or CN (cn) decoding are used.

6. Conclusions
This paper proposed the use of STUs for efficient gating in
LSTMs and feedforward highway networks for acoustic mod-
elling. The weight matrices and bias vectors from all units in
the same target layer are tied together to save calculations and
storage space, and additional linear input/output value scaling
factors are associated with the activation functions of each hid-
den node individually, in order to learn distinct functions for all
gating and candidate units. Experiments on both 55h and 275h
MGB data sets found that STU-based LSTMs and highway
networks produced similar WERs to the corresponding mod-
els with traditional gating units, while being several times more
efficient. It was also shown that STUs learn reasonable gating
functions, by using only a few thousand extra untied parameters
in each sublayer for gating and candidate vector generation.
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